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Abstract 

Fifty-three excitation functions for the production of radioactive residues in the interaction of r2C with lo3Rh have been 
measured from the Coulomb barrier up to 400 MeV by means of the activation technique. These excitation functions have 
been analyzed considering complete fusion, incomplete fusion of ‘Be and a-particle fragments and, above about 200 MeV, 
the transfer of either one proton or one neutron from t2C to lo3Rh. The emission of pre-equilibrium particles during the 
thermalization of the excited composite nuclei formed in all these processes and, in the case of *Be and (Y incomplete 
fusion, also the re-emission of a-particles after a mean-field interaction or a few interactions with the target nucleons have 
been taken into account. 

PACS: 25.70.-z; 25.70.X; 25.70&h 
Keywords: Comprehensive study of carbon induced reactions 

1. Introduction 

A considerable number of experiments employing 
the activation technique to measure the yield of ra- 
dioactive residues produced in the interaction of two 
heavy ions has been pet-formed in the past thirty years. 
Some representative papers for 12C-induced reactions 
are given by Refs. [ l-221. The activation technique 
yields comprehensive information, allowing the mea- 
surement of cross-sections of a large number of re- 

actions. The analysis of these data is expected to be 
quite sensitive to the reaction mechanisms assumed. 

Some of these experiments [7,9,12,14,15,19] used 
thick-target-thick-catcher configuration which yielded 
cross-sections averaged over several tens of MeV, 
measured only at a few incident energies separated by 
large energy intervals, and thus did not provide any 
detailed information on the energy evolution of the 
reaction mechanisms. However, the measured cross- 
sections and the accompanying measurements of the 
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forward/backward average recoil ranges showed that, 
in agreement with other observations [ 23-251, the 
fraction of the energy and the linear momentum trans- 
ferred from the projectile to the target decreases quite 
significantly with increasing energy. Other experi- 

ments [l-6,8,10,1 1,13,16-18,20-221, at low incident 
energies, provided useful information on the com- 

plete fusion of 12C, and also indicated the presence 
of incomplete fusion of n-type fragments of 12C. 

Most of these papers did not attempt to give a 
theoretical description of the experimental results. A 
few considered the decay of the equilibrated com- 
pound nucleus formed in the complete fusion reac- 
tions [ 10,13,17], and a few also evaluated the emis- 
sion of pre-equilibrium particles [ 16,20,22]. Only two 
[ 16,201 analyzed the incomplete fusion reactions. 

However these papers showed the potential of such 
comprehensive measurements for the study of the re- 

action mechanisms. In order to exploit these possibil- 
ities fully in the case of the interaction of 12C with 
lo3Rh, we have analyzed a large number of excitation 

functions, extending over an energy range of some 
hundreds of MeV and show in this letter that a detailed 
and consistent description of the reaction mechanisms 
and their energy evolution is possible. 

2. Experimental data 

The excitation functions for production of 53 ra- 
dioactive residues, ranging from ‘i3Sb to 75Se, in the 
interaction of 12C with lo3Rh have been measured from 
45 to 400 MeV. The data have been collected over 
a period of about 2 years in a series of experiments 
made, at incident energies below about 100 MeV, at 
the Laboratorio Nazionale de1 Sud in Catania (Italy) 
and, between 100 and 400 MeV, at the National Ac- 
celerator Centre at Faure (South Africa). The details 
of the experiments will be discussed elsewhere [ 261. 
Here we limit ourselves to mention that the rhodium 
foils were from Goodfellow Metals Ltd., U.K., and 
their thickness was specified to within an uncertainty 
of about 20%. Considering the various sources of er- 
rors, including the uncertainty in target thickness, in 
the beam fluence measurement, the Ge(Hp) detector 
efficiency, the counting efficiency due to electronics 
dead time and the statistical errors in evaluating the 
y-line intensity and the background subtraction, the 

uncertainty in the cross-sections reported later is esti- 
mated to be less than 30 % (M 25 % random and 5% 
systematic). 

Fig. 1 provides an example of the data collected and 
demonstrates the accurate matching of data obtained 
in different irradiations. This figure shows representa- 
tive excitation functions of residues with mass number 

varying from 113 to 90. The majority of these residues 
were produced cumulatively, that is both directly in 
the interaction of 12C with ro3Rh and via p+ decay 
of their precursors, but six of them (l13Sb, lloInnt, 
1081nm, q6Tcg, q4T~g and q3Mom) were produced inde- 
pendently. Table 1 gives the relevant contributions to 
the cumulative production cross-sections. 

3. Theory 

All the measured excitation functions have been an- 
alyzed using a unique theoretical description and the 
same set of input parameters. 

Our theoretical analysis was based on the results of 
a large number of previous investigations which sug- 
gested the various contributions discussed below. Ac- 
tivation [5,6,8,16,18,20,21] anda-ycoincidenceex- 
periments [ 277 showed that, in the interaction of 12C 
with nuclei, the dominant contributions to the reac- 
tion cross-section are complete fusion and incomplete 
fusion of a *Be fragment and an a-particle. This is 
also substantiated by the large number of cr-particles 
emitted in 12C-induced reactions, known since the 
early sixties [ 281. However, the direct measurement 
of break-up fragments in peripheral collisions of “C 
with lq7Au [ 291 also suggests that, at the highest inci- 
dent energies of our experiment, break-up of 12C into 
a llB and a proton, followed by the interaction of the 
proton with the target nucleus (or, in other words one 
proton transfer from the projectile to the target), may 
be sizeable. The yield of the break-up fragments, as a 
function of the break-up Q-value [29] also suggests 
that the transfer of one neutron may be of some im- 
portance. On the basis of these results we assumed 
as dominant contributions to the total reaction cross- 
sections: complete fusion of 12C, incomplete fusion of 
either a ‘Be or an a-fragment and, at the higher ener- 
gies, the transfer of either a proton or a neutron from 
12C to lo3Rh. The corresponding cross-sections, as a 
function of incident energy, are shown in Fig. 2, and 
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Fig. 1. Typical excitation functions for the production of heavy residues in the interaction of 12C with ‘“Rh. The theoretical predictions 

are given by the full lines. 
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Table 1 
Contributions to the cumulative production cross-sections of the residues shown in Fig. 1. 

Residue Contribution to cumulative residue production 

‘13Sb 
“‘Ins 
11Op 

lmInn 
108 I~” 

‘07 I”8 

‘05 Ags 

‘@’ Ags 

‘03 Ag&’ 

‘a2 Ags 

lo1 Pd 

‘O”Pd 

%Rh 
g8Rhs 

WRU 

%Tcs 

g5R~ 
“Tcs 
%MO” 

Wbs 

independent 
1111n~+1.0021111n”*+ t.009(111Sn+111Sb) 

independent 
1’%n+1.005(‘WInD+10gInC)+ 1.07910r’Sn+1.08010%b 

independent 
1071ns+l.0271071n”‘*+1.11 (107Sn+107Sb) 

‘05Ags+0.981 ‘05Ag”‘+0.982( ‘“Cd+- 1051ns+1051n’?-‘05Sn+10sSb) 

‘04Ags+0.639104Ag”‘+3.860104Cd+ 3.956”%+2.042( ‘a?Sn+104Sb) 

‘03Agst1.001 ‘03Ag”L+1.134103Cd+ 1.1531031n$1.155(103Sn+‘03Sb) 

‘mAgsf1.211 102Ag’“+2.1 11 lo2Cd+ 2.176( 1MInt102Sn+1MSb) 

‘o’Pd+l.O22( lolAgs+‘ol Ag”*)+ 1.925( ‘olCd+lolIn+‘ol Sn+‘O’Sb) 

‘ooPd+lmAg’n+lOOAgs+l.OO1 (‘“Cd+ 100In+lOOSn+lOOSb) 

WRh’n+ggRhgt 1.054ggPd+l.062WAgg +1.063WAg”+l .064(99CdtggIn99Snt99Sb) 
g8Rhs-0.967g8Pd -1.062g8Ag-1.064(g8Cd-g81n-g8Sn-g8Sb) 

mRuf1.007g7Rhs+1.012g7Rhm +1.008(97Pdfg7Agt97Cd+g71n+~SntWSb) 

g6Tcs+0.988g6Tc” 

g5Ru+l .054g5Rhs+1.069g5Rh”* fl .049(g5Pd+g5Ag+g5Cdtg51n+g5Sn+g5Sb) 

independent 

independent 
%bsfq0Nb”+l.60290M~+ 1.60390T~s+1.539(90Tcm+q0Ru+9nRh+90Pd 

+90Ag+90Cd+g01n+q0Sn+90Sb) 

E (MeV) 

Fig. 2. Contributions to the reaction cross-section gs. acp is the 
complete fusion cross-section, while crse, a,, cr, and rr, are the 

cross-sections for, respectively, the incomplete fusion of a *Be 
and an cr-particle fragment and for the transfer of a proton and a 

neutron from the projectile to the target. 

were calculated as discussed below. 

The guiding theoretical concepts in our analysis 
have been: 

(a) An entrance-channel critical angular momen- 
tum exists for fusion [30-351. The balance of the 
nuclear, Coulomb and centrifugal forces determines 
whether the colliding ions fuse or not. They can fuse 
only up to a maximum total attractive potential VT 

(that is, only if VT shows a pocket). Using the expres- 

sion given by Krappe [ 361 for the Coulomb potential 
of diffuse and partly overlapping charge distributions 
and the Saxon-Woods nuclear potential suggested by 
Glendenning for the rather similar interaction of 160 
with silver [ 371, we estimated a value Lki z 5Ofi for 
the critical angular momentum in the fusion of 12C 
with lo3Rh. 

Even at the lowest incident 12C energies, emission 
of pre-equilibrium particles during the thermalization 
of the composite nucleus must be considered. The 
number and the spectra of the emitted pre-equilibrium 
particles have been estimated by the Boltzmann Mas- 
ter Equation theory as described in [ 22,381. 

(b) As discussed by KSiwek-Wilczynska et al., 
[ 27,391, the critical angular momentum concept can 
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be extended to the case of incomplete fusion. We re- 
tained the essential ideas of their work, but with a mi- 
nor change as regards relating the critical angular mo- 

mentum for fusion of a fragment of 12C to the corre- 

sponding angular momentum of 12C itself. The critical 
angular momentum for fusion of a *Be fragment is es- 
timated to be about LB” cT z 40P~, and that for fusion of 

one a-particle Lgr M 3Ofi. K. Siwek-Wilczydska et al. 

[ 27,391 suggested evaluating the corresponding an- 
gular momenta of 12C considering only the difference 
of the masses of 12C and the fusing fragments, and 
therefore multiplying the above mentioned values by 
312 and 3 respectively. We propose, however, that one 
must also take into account the displacement of the 
centre of mass of 12C with respect to that of the frag- 
ment. Assuming that, at the moment of the incomplete 

fusion, the t2C is made up of a *Be and an a-particle 
touching at the half-density radii, the corresponding 
12C angular momenta were estimated to be 7Oti and 

116fi, respectively. 
One must also take into account the experimen- 

tal evidence [ 5,6,8,20,2 1,40,4 1 ] that incomplete fu- 
sion of a *Be and an (Y particle may also occur be- 
low the threshold energies predicted by the above 
model, which in this case were M 87 and 130 MeV, 
respectively. This is done in more realistic theoreti- 
cal approaches, as for instance the sum rule model 
of Wilczynski et al. [ 40,4 11, by removing the sharp 
cut-off approximation on the angular momenta. In the 
calculation we discuss here, the values of the incom- 
plete fusion cross-sections below the threshold ener- 
gies given above were estimated by fitting the excita- 
tion functions for production of In and Ag isotopes, 
respectively. With this procedure the calculated cross- 

sections for incomplete fusion of ‘Be and one cr par- 
ticle, which are given in Fig. 2, become sizeable al- 
ready at about 80 MeV. Above about 150 MeV both 
cross-sections are those predicted by the critical an- 
gular momentum model [ 27,391. The excitation en- 
ergy distribution of l1 ‘In formed after *Be incomplete 

fusion was estimated according to the Serber approx- 
imation [ 20,42,43], 

(c) The analysis of a-particle induced reactions 
[44] shows that energetic LY particles absorbed by a 
nucleus may be re-emitted after a mean-field interac- 
tion or a few collisions with the target nucleons, with 
a large fraction of their initial energy. Over a large 
range of incident energies the energy distribution of 

these a-particles depends only weakly on the emission 
energy. In reactions induced by a-particles on nuclei 
with mass around 100, the probability of a-particle re- 

emission departs from zero at an a-particle incident 
energy of about 20-30 MeV and saturates to a value of 
about 0.3 at incident energies above about 70 MeV 44. 
These results suggest also considering the possibility 
of re-emission of one or both the CY particles of *Be, 
with a flat spectrum. The same holds true in the case 
of the absorption of a single a-particle. We thus intro- 
duced in our calculations an energy-dependent prob- 

ability for a-particle re-emission which departs from 
zero at the energy at which incomplete fusion starts 
to be sizeable (about 80 MeV, which corresponds to 
an average energy of about 27 MeV for the LY’S within 
12C ) and saturates at 12C-energies exceeding about 
200 MeV. The probability of cu-re-emission may, in 
the case of incomplete fusion, be considerably greater 
than that found in a-induced reactions, since incom- 
plete fusion is a peripheral process, occurring in a re- 
duced density region of the target nucleus. The values 
we used for the re-emission probability in the case 
of *Be and o-particle incomplete fusion saturate to a 
value of 0.35 and 0.6, respectively, and were obtained 
by fitting, in the tail region, the excitation functions 
for the production of In and Ag isotopes to which for- 

mation these incomplete fusion processes greatly con- 
tribute. When the a-particles are not re-emitted, we 
considered (also in the case of incomplete fusion) the 
possibility of the emission of pre-equilibrium particles 
during the thermalization of the composite nucleus. In 
the case of a-particle re-emission, the remaining ex- 
cited nucleus was assumed to be equilibrated. 

(d) The total cross-sections for transfer of a proton 

or a neutron between 300 and 400 MeV were esti- 
mated by subtracting from the reaction cross-section, 
evaluated as suggested by Wilcke et al.,[45] the 
cross-sections up to the critical angular momentum 
of 116fi discussed in (b) . Using the empirical depen- 
dence of the break-up probability on the break-up Q- 
value [ 291, we assumed the cross-section for transfer 
of a proton to be double that for transfer of a neutron. 
The values found at 300 ,MeV for these cross-sections 
were smoothly extrapolated back to zero at about 200 
MeV. This is a quite arbitrary assumption, but does 
not appreciably affect the calculated cross-sections, 
due to the rather low values of the nucleon transfer 
cross-sections below 300 MeV. 
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200. 

0.0 100. 200. 300. 400. 500. 

E (MeVl 
Fig. 3. (a) Predicted average forward linear momentum per projectile nucleon of the residues, Pi,/A (dashed line), and projectile linear 
momentum per nucleon, Pi,c/A (full line) as a function of the projectile energy; (b) Excitation energy of the thermalized nuclei, I& 
(dashed line), and excitation energy corresponding to a full conversion of the projectile kinetic energy, E* (full line), as a function of 
the projectile energy. 

It is important to note that, as discussed above, most 
of the input parameters, were given a priori, as were 
the further parameters entering the calculation, such 
as the ejectile binding energies [46,47], the residual 
nucleus pairing energies [48], the emitted particle in- 

verse cross-sections [ 49,501 and the level density pa- 
rameter, for which we used a value a = A/8 MeV-‘. 
A previous analysis [ 5 1 ] suggested for the yrast state 
energies values about 70 % of those estimated, for nu- 
clei in this mass region, by the charged rotating liquid 
droplet model [ 521. The thermalization of the nucleus 

was simulated with a Monte Carlo calculation, using 
the probabilities for emission of pre-equilibrium par- 
ticles, in small time intervals along the thermalization 
cascade as well as their spectra, calculated by solving 
a set of coupled Boltzmann Master equations [ 531. 

Results of these calculations are given by the solid 
lines in Fig. 1, which show a reasonably accurate re- 
production of the data in all the cases. The agreement 
obtained is typical of that found in the case of all the 
measured excitation functions. It is very encouraging 

that the accuracy for reproducing the independent for- 
mation cross-sections of ‘13Sb, lloInnr, 1081nm, 96Tcg, 
94Tcg and 93M~m is comparable to that for reproduc- 
ing the cumulative cross-sections. This suggests that 
the accuracy of the calculation does not result from 
summing the calculated values for independent pro- 
duction over a large number of isobars. 

4. Predicted linear momentum transfer and 
average energy of the equilibrated nuclei after 
thermalization 

In Fig. 3a, the calculated average forward compo- 
nent of the residue’s linear momentum per projectile 
nucleon, P:f&/A, given by the dashed line, is com- 
pared to the projectile’s linear momentum per nucleon, 
fi,,/A, given by the full line. In Fig. 3b, the calcu- 
lated average excitation energy of the thermalized nu- 
clei, Eq, given by the dashed line, is compared to the 
excitation energy corresponding to a full conversion 
of the projectile kinetic energy into excitation energy, 
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E*, given by the full line. Assuming, as is usually 
done, that particle evaporation does not change the av- 
erage forward momentum of ‘a decaying thermalized 
nucleus, Pfm/A is also representative of the value of 

the average forward linear momentum of the thermal- 
ized nuclei. At the highest energy, only about 35% of 
the linear momentum and 31% of the excitation en- 
ergy are predicted to be transferred to equilibrated nu- 

clei. The remaining momentum and energy are mainly 
carried away by fast fragments of the projectile and 
by fast pre-equilibrium particles in the course of the 

thermalization. This seems to indicate that it becomes 
increasingly difficult to create hot nuclei. This simple 
and apparently important conclusion must however be 
taken with caution, since the predicted momentum and 
energy distributions are very broad, and most of the 
information gets lost when measuring or predicting 
the average values only. 

The values we report for P$/A saturate to about 

90 MeV/c with increasing energy, and are about 
30% smaller than the values given by Chung et al. 
[ 15,191 for the interaction of t*C with silver. This 
is not surprising, since the deduction of the average 

forward linear momentum from a measurement of the 
forward range using a thick target t5, overestimates 
Pi=/A when the forward momentum distributions are 
very broad, as our calculations predict, due to the fact 
that the partial thickness of the target contributing 
to a given forward range increases linearly with the 
range. More sensible information would be gained 
from thin-target recoil-range distribution measure- 
ments. One must also take into account the fact that 
our theoretical prediction depends quite sensitively on 
the angular distribution of the emitted particles, while 
the calculation of the angle integrated cross-sections 

does not. Thus, our predictions of P&/A may be 
modified slightly when we dispose of data concerning 
residue’s recoil ranges and angular distributions. The 
measurement and analysis of such data is currently in 
progress. 

5. Conclusions 

In this letter we have shown that it is possible to pro- 
vide an accurate description of a very large set of ex- 
citation functions of reactions occurring in the interac- 
tion of “C with ‘03Rh up to an incident energy of 400 

MeV, considering only a small number of contributing 
reaction mechanisms. To our knowledge, comprehen- 
sive calculations of comparable accuracy, in energy 
ranges as wide as ours, have not been reported in the 

literature previously. We are of the opinion that our 
results may be applicable more generally to the study 
of the interaction of 12C with nuclei, since they are 
not sensitive to the structure of *03Rh. 
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